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What is the USD Safety Premium?

Why do we Care?

How do we estimate it?

What are the Results?

Should we Believe the Results? 
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USD safety Premium is just the expected excess return 
on a short USD currency carry trade

If on average this return is positive it must be so, according 
to asset pricing theory, because in ‘rare’ bad states of 
world when consumption is low (the stochastic discount 
factor is high) the dollar appreciates. 
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We care because the safety premium is a priced factor that 
can be reflected in many internationally traded assets.  
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Paper estimates it using the Classic Campbell (1987) method in 
3 stages assuming the return on world  equity market is the 
stochastic part of the stochastic discount factor m t,t+1

Stage 0

Stage 1

Stage 2

Done jointly via GMM (Campbell and Clarida (1987) early 
application to fx). Model is exactly identified so can’t be 
tested.   Interpret correlation  between realized returns on 
short USD carry trade and  the forecast able  covariance 
between global equity returns and the value of the dollar. 5



Question: Paper reports that loadings on the instruments in 
first stage regression are significant, but how well do these 
projections fit?

In other words how predictable a month in advance is 
this covariance?  Weak instruments? 6



Question: Paper reports that loading on the  instrumented 
covariance is  significant, but how well does this projection fit?

We know from  Table 2 (and many other papers) carry trade 
returns over short horizons are very hard to forecasts based 
on interest differentials alone. So how about with the fitted 
covariance as a regressor?
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Realization of the Stochastic Discount Factor
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So this is Nice and the key results: Bad times in Global 
stocks are indeed times when the dollar appreciates: and 
not just  Lehman!

Projection of SDF on Instruments
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The USD Safety Premium
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Figure 8 Multiplied by d1 = 12.067 from Table 5
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So Is There a Dollar Safety Premium?

YES

Is this the  whole story of carry trade alpha?

AN IMPORTANT PART OF STORY BUT NOT ALL OF IT.

What is left out? 

CARRY TRADES LOSE MONEY WHEN FORECASTABLE/IMPLIED 
VOL (OF FX OR EQUITY) IS HIGH, WHEN ‘LEVEL’ YEILD CURVE 
FACTOR SHIFTS DOWN, WHEN ‘SLOPE’ YIELD CURVE FACTOR 
STEEPENS.  (Clarida, Davis, Pedersen (2009)). BUT THESE ARE 
LIKELY ALSO OFTEN TIMES WHEN THE FORECASTABLE 
COVARIANCE IS HIGH.   WORTH DOING MORE WORK BEYOND 
JUST A SINGLE EQUITY FACTOR.
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Relationship between USD Safety Premium and inflation indexed 
bond yield differentials  (Clarida (2012;2013))

exp θt,n ≡ Et RRhf
t,n/RRhh

t,n = (exp nr*t,n / exp nrt,n) Q/Qt

Define exp θt,n as the ratio of the expected real return on the 
foreign linker to the known return on the US TIP 

Let Q denote the unconditional mean of the real exchange 
rate Qt = EtP*t/Pt and assume that EtQt+n ≈ Q for large n.  
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Where ert,1 is the ex ante real interest rate on a nominal 1 
period bond.  There is a tight conection between the expected 
sum of current and future USD safety premiums and the 
relative risk premium on foreign versus US inflation indexed 
bonds (after adjusting for the level of the real exchange rate). 
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Nice Paper!
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